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Chinese domestic value chain has been integrated higher and higher with the global value chain, and the economic tie between different domestic regions and their relations with abroad is becoming more and more close in accompanying the development of globalization of the economy and the integration of China’s domestic regions. Therefore, it is necessary to recognize the transition of Chinese economy and regional economy from the perspective of global value chain. This research will collect and prepare the I/O table of China’s thirty provinces (including autonomous regions), construct domestic inter-provincial I/O data base. A global I/O model with embedded Chinese interprovincial I/O module will be constructed based upon above base in combination also with WIDO which can analyze China’s domestic value chain from the perspective of global value chain. This model can also be applied to analyze the division of labor of participation of China’s different domestic regions to the global economy as well as domestically, and policy recommendations related to transition and upgrade of China’s regional economy will be raised in correspondence.